– The Monaco summer auctions drew to a close
on Friday 20th July following a four-day event that totalled
€10 M / $11, 7 M. In 2018, Artcurial totalled €17M in the
Principality with their June and July sessions, with a progress
of 13% compared to 2017. This success was carried in part by
the success of Collector Timepieces, confirming the growth
of the Luxury market.
The ever-increasing number of international collectors bid in
room, by phone and on the internet, battling to take home
the extraordinary pieces selected by the Jewellery, Collector
Timepiece and Vintage Hermès department and for the first
time ever, Stylomania.
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« With €10,000,000, this 3 summer sale session
confirms our leading position in the field of luxury in
the Principality and even broader, in France.
The ever-increasing internationality of our client base,
partially thanks to internet bidding, is growing
exponentially.
Furthermore, the 17 Million total registered in these
specialities in 2018 (+ 10 % compared to 2017) will lead
us to develop our installation in the Principality in near
future. »
François Tajan,
Deputy Director, Artcurial

Artcurial reinforces its domination in the Principality by
reaching €5 M/ $ 5,8 M, including several lots sold for more
than €100,000.
Without contest, creations from prominent Place Vendôme
jewellers confirm their appeal with the prices reached by Van
Cleef & Arpels : the yellow gold and diamond bracelet
€85,800 / $100,465, the coral and diamond ear pendants, (lot
903) sold for €84,500 / $98,926 including fees, and the
turquoise pendants from the same era snapped up at
€78,000 / $91,310.
Cartier remains a solid success with impressive results
including the platinum and diamond brooch and ear clip, (lot
326) sold for €27,300 / $31,967 or close to 4 times the high
estimate, the double corsage clip (lot 327), in platinum, grey
gold and diamonds, sold for €31,200 / 36,532 including fees
or an extremely rare evening bag from 1927, lot 969, sold for
€84,50 / $98,932, over four times its estimate.
The gem market is evolving, the supremacy of the diamond
is jostled by coloured stones such as the ruby or emerald:
the platinum ring (lot 994) adorned with a 7.04 cts emerald
cut diamond, €300,400 / $351,865 $ is without doubt the
exception that confirms the rule. It was sold well beyond its
estimate, just as the ruby adorning the Van Cleef & Arpels
ring (lot 400) which reached €59,800 / $70,012 including fees
or more than 13 times its estimate, and the 8.54 cts
rectangular-cut emerald ring lot 317, sold for € 45,500 / $
52,800, 9 times its estimate.
César compressions exceeded every estimate (lots 849, 850
and 851). They were respectively sold for €8,200 / $21,307,
€29,900 / $35,004 and €58,500 / $68,488. This demonstrates
the unwavering passion for Cesar and for artist jewellery.
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Collectors also maintain their strong interest for 19 century
such as the magnificent tiara dated from 1870 sold for
€29,900/ $35,012, including fees, for the Art Deco section.
Another interesting aspect of the auction was the strong
interest demonstrated for less institutional establishments
such as Marguerite Burgener, Lalaounis, Pomellato or
Codognato with for example the Renaissance style ring
« Memento Mori » sold for €7,800 / $9,131 includiung fees,
or over 3 times its estimate.

« Auctions are attracting an ever-increasing
international clientele, tastes are evolving and
create some surprises beyond the constant
interest for great names such as
Van Cleef & Arpels and Cartier who remain
the unwavering stars of this session »
Julie Valade, Jewellery Director, Artcurial

During its summer session, Artcurial proposed two separate
sales, one dedicated to Collector Timepieces, mainly men's
wristwatches, the other to lady’s watches, under the
evocative and unique title, Le Temps est Féminin, including
the private collection of Gail and Robert Schwartz, exclusive
resellers of Piaget House in South Africa, which exceeded its
estimate.
These two auctions €3,984,030 / $4,612,312 amounted to the
highest result ever recorded by Artcurial in Timepieces, with
more than 81% lots sold for le Temps est Féminin and 76%
for Collector Timepieces.
Results proved the activity in the market with world records
reaching up to €430,600 / $449,496 for Bulgari Serpenti
Black Mamba, the most expensive watch ever sold by
Artcurial.
Also to be noted, vintage Piaget has become the reference
on market for ladies timepiece. The most vivid example
would be the white gold, onyx and diamond wristwatch with
double time zone, a unique piece from 1976 estimated
€15,000 – 25,000 and sold, including fees, for €36,400 /
$42,224.
Both auctions registered 5 sales exceeding €100,000
including the fabulous Rolex Daytona « Paul Newman » (lot
253﴿ so beautifully staged by photographer Koto Bolofo,
€188,500 / $219,965 (estimate: €100,000 – 150,000).
While Rolex et Patek Philippe dominated the Collector
Timepiece auction, it would be amiss to not mention the
excellent results obtained by certain iconic models such as
the Blancpain Fifty Phatoms at €67,600 / $78,8890 (estimate:
€20,000 – $30,000﴿ or the Breguet Tourbillon, estimate
€80,000 – $120,000, sold for €136,500 / $158,340 including
fees.
Furthermore, Artcurial solidifies its position as leader of the
ever-expanding French luxury market.

« In an increasingly selective market, we are
attracting new collectors with new thematic
sales and a growing selection.
In a few years, Monaco has become
one of the world's major capitals
for watch auction and the reference for
the world of vintage lady watches. »
Marie Sanna-Legrand, Director of Collector
Timepieces, Artcurial
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On 20 July, the Hermès vintage collection totalled €814,355
/ $953,507. Exceptional pieces, mini’s or collector items such
as So black and some vintage versions of the luxury
establishment confirmed their success, such as the
magnificent fire-red estuary crocodile Birkin 35 (lot 1118﴿ was
snapped up at €49,400 / $57,304.
The auction was punctuated by impressive results with Kelly
bags, as a tribute to Princess Grace… Always of interest are
rare combinations, such as lot 1205, Kelly sellier 32 bag in
blue ostrich was sold €11,100/ $13,013 including fees.
The eclectic selection selected by Pénélope Blanckaert was of
great interest. Mini versions, such as the Birkin 25 (lot 1133﴿ in
aniseed green lizard sold for €27,300 € / $32,022 including
fees or rare vintage pieces such as Constance 23 (lot 1151) in
chevron Crinolin chevron, and gold ostrich, sold for €16,900 /
$19,813, above its estimate.

« If the attraction for iconic Hermes bags
remains, the demand for rare objects has
increased.
Mini, collector, vintage, exotic, harlequin or
electric colours, unique models are a great
success with an international clientele
seeking the exceptional. »
Pénélope Blanckaert,
Hermès Vintage Director, Artcurial

These exceptional auctions of rare objects attract an everincreasing number of international clients.
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On July 20 , Stylomania came to a close after 4 days of
auction. This first Monegasque sale of its kind was a surprise
for the Monegasque clientele. It totalled € 278,330 including.
Undisputed star of this grand premiere was Montblanc which
confirms its status as leader in the field of collector pens as 4
juillet, Fountain pen limited edition of the Artisan collection
reached €19,500 / $22,620 including fees, exceeding its
estimate.

« Artcurial organise its first ever Monaco
sale entirely devoted to collector writing
tools. The limited editions of the greatest t
names were highly successful amongst
international and local clients. »
Isabelle Boudot de la Motte, Auctioneer,
Artcurial

